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1. The equations of motlon of a heavy gyrostat fixed at one point, as is 
known [ 11, are of the form 

A o!!$- + (C - B) qr + mar .- mat = y$y~ - z&8, ‘$ = rys - qys . (CQ’ = Mgzo) (i.1) 

B dp + (A - C) pr + dh _ 
dt 

mlr - m,p = zo’*(l - x1‘y3, z - PTr - Vl 

C f$ t (B - A) prl + map - mlq = x,‘lla - Ydh &s _ 
x - 9% - I% 

The system (1.1) does not contain time explicitly, has its last Jacobi 
multiplier equal to unity, and admits of the algebraic integrals 

Apa + ;Bqa + cw - 2 (ZO’Tl + Yo’T2 + ZO’TS) = h 

(AP+ml)rl+(~9+mz)r~+(Cr+m3)r3=ha, T12 + 712 + r32 = I (1.2) 

As was shown in [ 1 and 21, the system of equations (1.1) reduces to quad- 
ratures’ if x0’= I/O” ,Q’= 0 , when it admits of the fourth algebraic integral 

(4~ + m1j2 4 (Bq + m# +(Cr + m)$ = La 

and in the case A = B, x0’= y,’ = 0, ml= ma= 0, when It has the integral 
P = PO. 

We formulate the problem of finding general conditions for the existence 
of new algebraic integrals of the system (1.1) which are independent of the 
claslcal integrals (1.2). 

2, We shall show, first ofall, that if Poincare’s theorem [3 to 51 

holds, then for the existence of a new algebraic integral it is necessary 
that the ellipsoid of inertia with respect to the fixed point be an ellip- 
sold of revolution. We replace 

P. 9. r, 11, 'f2, Tst by km2p, h-%q, h-ar, h-*y~, h-v%, h-*r~, hZt -b to 

where A is an arbitrary parameter, and we introduce the new variables 
--- 

yt = VA (A - C) P + i I/B (B - C) q, y, = t/A (A - C) p - i 1/B (B - C) q 

t1= r1+ irz, 22 = rl- ir2 
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As was done in [4 and 53, we replace 

Ylt Y2, Zl, z2, l’s, t by ay,, ~a, r, hzl, a329 AT,, --it 

Utilizing the Integrals (1.2) for Equations (1.1) in new variables, fol- 
lowing [5], we can prove Polncare's theorem: if the ellipsoid of inertia is 
not an ellipsoid of revolution, 
for the case x' = 
of the system ("l.l)?'= "'= ' ' 

then for arbitrary-initial condltidns, except 
there cannot exist any new algebraic integral 

3. We shall prove that if +a"-/- ye" f z'c2 #0 and ml2 + mc2 i- m"; 0,the 
the fourth algebraic Integral is possible only In the case of a gyrostatic 
analog of Lagrange's case [2] defined by conditions 

We replace 

p, P7 rr Tll 

A = Bxo’ = y,,’ = 0, ml = m2 = 0 

7’2, T3, t by A-jp, k-,sq, a-9, a-“‘~1, h-92, %-‘“yj, abit + to 

and introduce in Equation (1.1) the variables 

~1 = P + irl, ~2 = P- 4, z1= Tlf iT?, zs = y1- ‘T1 

ml’ = ml + im2, m2’ = ml - im2 

Let US BSSUme that, in accordance with Poincare's theorem, A = B ; then, 
for an appropriate choice of the coordinate system, we find I/O' = 0 . The 
system (1.1) becomes the system 

A oly,= (C----A) ry,+ 
dt 

zo'z 1- zo'y3 $- A5 (m3yl - ml’r), d$ = ?/IT3 - rz1 

..l -d$ = (A-C) ry, - ~0'2~ -I- xc'73 + h5 (mz’r - m3y2), 
dzz _ dta -- rZL - yaT3 (3.1) 

2C $- = x0' (z2 - ZJ + K (m2'yl - ml'y,), 2 dT - - - 
dt3 

Y2"1- Yl% 

For the system (3.1) we have the following first Integrals: 

Ayly2 + CP- x0’ (zl + z2) - 2~~~7~ = h, (3.2) 

A bhz2 + z1y2) + 2CrT, + h5 (mI’z2 + m2’z1 i- 2m3r3) = b, z1z2 + r22 = h3 

If we again introduce an arbitrary parameter by replacing 

Yll Y2l r, zll z2, r3, t by A2y1, ay,, hr, a3zl, h2z2, k373, h-9 $ to 

then the system (3.1) and its first Integrals (3.2) assume the form 

dyl A dl = - (A - C) ry, + zo’zl - xo’r3 - A3 (ml/r - hm,y,), dzl=_ dt rz1-b hY173 

A ‘2 = (A - C) ry2 - ziz2 + hr{~s + A4 .(m,‘r - m3y2), 
dz, _ - - rz2 - ly2rJ 

dt 

PC !g = x0 (z2 - hz3--h4 (ml’ti2 - hm2'yl), 2 OlY, = y dt 2 z1 - y1ze (3.3) 

Cr2- zO'z2 + h (Ay,y, - ro'zl - 2z,'rJ = hl 

A (ylz2 _t zly2) + 2Crr3 + La (miz2 -t_ km~‘zl+21im3r3) = h2, zlz2 + a2T32 = h3 i.3.4) 

Husson showed that If ml’= ml= ma= 0 , the fourth algebraic integral 
exists In Lagrange's case (A = F, +,'= y'= 0) and Kowalewski's case 
(4 = B = 2c, yO'= ,?o)= 0) ; the proof utlllzed the first three terms of the 
series expansion of the general integral of the resuiting system of equa- 
tions in powers of the parameter ?, , which was assumed to be small. It was 
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also taken into account that the right-hand sides of the resulting system of 
equations and Its first Integrals were polynomlals In Y,, yo, f, I,, tg, 
and X . It may be noted that the first three terms of the series expane ? ona 

untegral of the system (3.3) and Integrals 
Yat r* 21, 211 y5 and A and are Independent 
reason Husson s result should be regarded as 
for the existence of a new fourth algebraic 

Thus, the problem reduces to finding new con- 
ditions In addition to those which hold for Kowalewskl's and Lagrange's cases. 

4. Let us find these conditions for Kowalewskl case. We set 

A = B = 2Cly,’ = to ‘=Q , c = x&-l, pt = m(C-* (i = 1, 2) m8’ = m&-l 

and, replacing In (1.1) the quantities 

p, q, r, rl, r2, Ts, t na h+p, h-“‘q, I.-%, h-91, hblh h-*rg, h’k + to 

we Introduce 

Y1 = p + pi, ?f, = p - qi, z1 = Tl + 7% = Ti- iTz, ml = ml + imz, m2 = ml - im, 

By replacing 

Yl? Y!av rr 21, 22, r3, t W h”‘y1, h-“*Y2, i-‘b, zl, h-lz2, r3; ih”‘t + t, 

as Indicated In C6], we obtain Instead of (1.1) the system of equations 

2dy,=_ dzl 
dt 

ryl - cT3 + hm,‘y, - plr, - = - rzl + iyl+r3 
.dt 

2 dA = ry, + by,- hm,‘y, + hp dza _ 
dt 

2rr - -rz2 - hy2r3 
dt 

(4.1) 

2 $ = c (z, - hz,) + h$aY, - hp,yz, 2 drs= y2z1 - ylz, 
dt 

For the system (4.1) the following first algebraic Integrals exist: 

ra - cz, + h (2yly2 - cz,) - hl 

&I122 + 22Y2 + .W3 + p1z2 + I. @2z1 + 2m,‘r$ = h,, 2122 + AT,~ = h3 
(4.2) 

If (4.1) has a fourth algebraic Integral, then according to [4], the sya- 
tern 
dyz _ rY2 + hcr3 - hm’3y3 -I- hp2r drs _ Y221- y1z2 

dr- c(22 - hz1) - hp1ya + h2pay1 ’ dr- c(z2 - h21) - @lY2 + h2pzy1 
(4.3) 

are expressed as functions of unr r, ysr hl 
& from (8.2~,'fia??he*~lgebralc integral 
In which y, 

%,I 
ha and 

F(ga, ya, f, hl t haa = const 
This Integral can be expanded into a series In powers of bun in a nelghbor- 
hood of A = 0 (where n Is an integer): 

J’o (~2, r3, r) + A"'J', (y2, r3, r) + . . . + hF, (~2, r3, r) + . . . = cona (4.4) 

with coefficients which are algebraic functions of their arguzlents. The 
quantity F, necessarily depends on at least one of the quant&tles Y, and 
Ya - If A Is sufficiently small, the general solution of the system may 
be expanded Into series [5] ln integer powers 

Yl = Yl CU) + hy,(') + . . . , y2 = yz(O) + hy,(‘) + . . . , -rs = r,(O) + h73(‘) + . . . 

z1 = z1 to) + hz,(l) + . . .) z, = zp + hz,(‘) + . . . 

Substituting this expansion into the integral (4.4), we obtain 
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. . 

As was 
the first 

_c = 1 
dr cz,(OJ 

rym(l’ _t cT3(o’ _ m3’ya (O’ + 112’ - -L [c (22 
q(O) 

(1’ - ,l(o’) -ply*qryp 1 

IA. Ikim 

F, (Ya(O)* 73 (O), r) + hl’nF, (y,(O), r3@), r) + . . . 

+ h 
aFo 

F, + y,(l) 3 + ~a(') - aT9(o) 

1 

+ . . . + A*( ) + . . . = const 

shown in [4 and 51, this relation makes It possible to represent 
Integrals, which a system of the form 

dya(‘) _ 1 ry,(~) 
dr m*(O) ’ 

dYa(” _ 
dr 

__L_ [y,(c)3,(c) - y,(o)z3(c)] 
cz3@ 

(4.5) 

PrJo 1 (4.6) 
dr =oa(o) y,(“z,(“’ + yz (0’ 

21 
(1) _ y,wz,(” _ y,(l)z,v$_ 

- --$-)[c (Q(l) - z,(O)) - pL1ya(0)] (ypzp -yJo)z2q 
1 

must have, in the following manner: 

F, (YI(‘), Tat'), r) = const (4.7) 

Fn (y,(O), r3(‘), r) + ~3~‘) aF, + r3(l’ B& = con& 
aya(O' 

(4.8) 

Let us consider the particular solution of the system (4.3), setting 

Then from (4.2) 

r3 - cz, = a3, 

It follows from 

33(O) ZE 

h, = lzz, h, = h2, h, = h2 

we find 

2y,(“)z3(o) + 2~~(~)y,(~) + 2rr3(“) + plZa(0) = 0, 

this that 

21(o)zm(o) = 0 

r2 - a2 , $0) = 0, yl(~) =_ cr r3KL 
C 

f2- am 
EL 
2 

Then from (4.5) for the determination of y,(O) and Taco) we have 

dyz(‘) _ 
dr2 

r r3(0)+ g 
r2- a2 

(4.9) 

The equations (4.9) will be satisfied by the following particular solu- 
tions : 

y3(0) = 0, 73(O) = .$ v/r” - a2 In (r + 1/r” - a2j (4.10) 

Since Equation (4.7) determines the algebraic relationship between the 
above-mentioned arguments, then In order to eliminate the contradiction which 
is evident In an examination of (4.7) and (4.10), it must be assumed that 
either ~~ Is Independent of rator or p,= 0. 

Assuming the first case, we replace In (1.1) 

PI q, r, 71, T3, r3, 1 by h-lp, h-‘q, h-lr, he2rl, h-“r,, h-93 Jd + h4 

respectively, and we write the equations, retaining the earlier notation and 
quantities, and replacing 

yl, yz, r, 3, ~2, Tar t by hy,, hy3, r, h2:i, 3~~ hT3, k2t + to 

In a msnner analogous to the foregoing, the problem reduces to the study 
of a system of the form 
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In which I/,, z, and zp must be replaced by functions of vo, r, y3, h,, ha 
and h from Equations 

ra- cz, - ?kacz,+ 2h%1y, = h,, 2ry3 + plz3+ 2y,z, + 2km3'T, +2hzya31+ hzp3% = h3 

.Qzz + T33 = h3 (4.12) 

Let us consider the particular solution of the system (4.11) determined 
by the following values of the srbltrary constants of (4.12): 

h, = aa, h3 = ha, h, = lia (4.13) 

Then, utilizing equations (4.12) and (4.13), we pass from the system 
(4.11) to the system 

dys _ ry, 
dr- 

(O) + pv + CT, 
'(0) 

dT,'O) ) - _ Yl(O) 

03(O) dr C 
(4.14) 

The system (4.14) will be satisfied by the particular solutions 

‘. ln(r+1/r2-az)dr 
y,(l) = pLaCp (9 - a2) + 9 \ 

r2- aa 
ro 

y3(0)= e v/ha2 (r + v/rz) 

. 

where (p(r"- aa) Is an algebraic function of the above argument. 

If P,#O# the function FO (Ya(O'. rj 
going, must be dependent of Y,(O) 

In a manner similar to-the fore- 
which contradicts the property of 

F. (Ye, Y3(‘), 4 

and we must assume from [4 and 53, that p,= 0 Is a necessary condition for 
the existence of a fourth algebraic Integral of the problem under discussion. 
If cl,= 0, then pa= 0, which Is obvious. We shall show that ms'= 0 as well. 
Introducing new variables Into (l.l), as In the previous case, and replacing 

~1, Y-, r9 zlr z2, T3. t by kyl, YZ, r,'k, za, AT,, At f t, 

we reduce the problem to the study of a system of the form 

dY, _ rY, -!- kcr3 - h+'Yz, &3 - Ya31 - Yl% -- 
c (z3 - hz,), ’ dr - c (za - AZ,) 

(4.15) 
dr 

In a manner analogous to the above, It can be shown that a necessary con- 
dition for the existence of an algebraic Integral of the system (4.15) will 
be m3’= 0 . 

Thus, It can be asserted that the first set of necessary conditions for 
the existence of a new fourth algebraic Integral of the system (1.1) can be 
written In the form A E B = 2C, Y,,' = zO' = 0, m1 = rn2 = ms = 0. 

5. We shall now prove the assertion made In Section 3. In equations 
(1.1) we replace 

P, 9, r, rl, rz, ‘r3, t by h-lp, h?, h-‘r, h-“Yl, h-3rz, h-‘r3, It i- to 

Then for y,, vat P and y3 we obtain equations of the form 
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‘$ = (m - 1) ylr + zozl + A (m3yl - qr), iL= h m2yl - nw2 
dt 2m 

(5.1) 

‘2 = (1 - m) yzr - zOza +h (m2r - m3y2), dr3 _ YZZI-YIZ, 
dt- 2 

where m = CA-', while m,‘A-l and lo'A-' are replaced, respectively, by m, 
and 30 . 

Directing the axis Ox along the directional vector of the equatorial 
component of m , we find m,= ma. Let us consider the quantities 

% = h-1 (yl -+- yn), q = y1 - ya, c2 = z1 + zz, p = km2 (zl - zz), u = h-G 

In order to determine these we have Equations 

J!%.= 2m (m - 1)1u + m31(m-- i)lrl+ hzoP 
du 

) 
nlirl 

d2 = f 2;; Wa (5.2) 
1 

In a manner analogous to the above, In the new variables we obtain a sys- 
tem of lntergrals of Equations (1.1) in the form 

- n* - 8z,T, i_ lb2 (%3 $- 4mG) = h,, Ea + 2m,a i- 4m (u f mJmhs~-- hqf3 = hz 

a2 + 4r23 - i4$3= A3 (5.3) 

From the system (5.2) and the Integrals (5.3) for to and y3@) we have 
Equations 

dy,(') m 
zzz.--. dU 

v h3 - 4~,(~)" 2ml 
(5.4) 

which have the following particular solution : 
u 

%o=2m(m-11) * u+ U T3(o)= _ I’.-&- 
ml . 2 

U" 

In a manner analogous to [4 and 53, we conclude that If the fourth alge- 
braic integral exists, it must depend only on 5 and u 

Let us consider the particular solutions for the values hi= ha= ia, 
h - 41’. In this case, from (5.2) and (5.3) for determining 5, and y:l', 
we find Equations 

d%, _ _m[%0 +2m (a-t m3lm)+ 2mlil TI+ iTo% 
du- - hr0 

, 

which have the following particular solutions : 

(5.5j 

El= exp (-*) 73(i) = O 

This indicates that the fourth algebraic Integral is Independent of 5 
as well, but this contradicts the property of the Integral, or else the 
reasoning does not hold, which is possible only if m, = ma= 0 . In this 
case, as follows from [2], the classical Integral r = P, exists. and we 
have completely proved the assertion of Section 3 that.if 10'3+y0'+ 0o12+0 
and m,f+ ma%-/- msz# 0 a fourth algebraic Integral Is possible only when 
A = B x0’ = yo’ = 0, ml = m2 = 0 . 

The author expresses his gratitude to 1u.A. Arkhangel'skll and P.V. Mlas- 
nlkov for their valuable advice. 
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